Abstract: This paper addresses the design idea of the MorphoSys Reconfigurable processor developed by the researchers in the UC, Irvine. With the demand to perform the multimedia operations efficiently, it is one of the directions that general processor needs to incorporate with some reconfigurable computing units, like FPGA. In MorphoSys project, we successfully propose a prototype to fulfill the above trend, which is comprised of a simplified general purpose MIPS-like RISC processor, called TinyRISC and 8x8 coarse grained reconfigurable cells, organized as SIMD architecture. MorphoSys is realized using 0.35um technology, and runs at 100Mhz with impressive performance enhancement compared with other architectures.
Introduction:
With the demand for the multimedia application, it is extremely necessary to explore another way beyond the general purpose processor to speedup the operation of the multimedia operations, such as compression, decompression, encryption, decryption, pattern recognition, target recognition.
In addition to the MMX technology, where new ISAs are added in the general processor to speed up the multimedia operation, recently, some processor architectures have been proposed to provide multiple configuration contexts in chip to program the LUTs and crossbars, like DPGA [1] , or incorporate the general purpose processor with reconfigurable computing unit, such as GARP [2] , MATRIX [3] , RaPiD [4] , RAW [5] . Basically, this kind of new architecture can be sub-divided into two categories: 1) Fine-grained level reconfigurable unit, such as FPGA. Each bit is configurable. 2) Coarse-grained level reconfigurable unit, such as reconfigurable array processor.
Only the functionality and connectivity of each processor can be programmed. In this paper, we describe a new reconfigurable processor named MorphoSys (Morphoing System), which is coarse level reconfigurable array processor. It is composed of a simplified version MIPS-like RISC, called TinyRISC, 8 by 8 Reconfigurable Cells (RC) Array, Frame Buffer, Context memory, DMA controller. We have developed VHDL version simulation environment and realized it by designing custom blocks, such as 8x8 RC Array, Frame Buffer, context memory, Datapath in the TinyRISC and synthesizing other control logic.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the brief overview about the MorphoSys system, and each major component. Section 3 introduces the M1 (MorphoSys Version 1) simulation environment MorphoSim, and the programmability of M1 chip. Section 4 gives the performance analysis of M1 architecture. Section 5 explains how we realize the M1 in physical design. Figure 1 shows the components of the M1. It is composed of TinyRISC, 8x8 RC Array, context memory, frame buffer, DMA controller, instruction cache, data cache and memory controller. The following section will briefly explain the function and architecture of each component. 
MorphoSys System

Architecture of Reconfigurable Cell
The reconfigurable cell (Figure 2 ) is the programmable unit of MorphoSys. It is coarse grained. The minimum programmable bitwidth is 16 bits. The RC Array ( Figure  3 ) is consisted of 8x8 of identical RC. As showed in Figure 2 , each RC comprises of an ALU-multiplier, a shift unit, and two multiplexers for ALU inputs. It has an output register, and a small register file. A context word, stored in the context register, defines the functionality of the RC. It also provides select bits to input multiplexers. In addition, the context word can also specify an immediate value (constant). One's counter (one part of ALU) is used to implement special functions, which require processing of binary image data, such as automatic target recognition (ATR).
Broadcast Context
This 32-bit register contains the context word to configure each RC. The programmability of the RC functionality and interconnection network is derived from the context word.
This context word is broadcast to RC in each row or column to achieve the data parallel operation. However, the RCs in different row or column may have different contexts applied to them. By switching row context broadcast to column context broadcast or vice versa, we can avoid data movement needed frequently in some applications, such as DCT. Meanwhile, it is also possible to enable only one specific row or column for operation in the RC Array. This feature is primarily useful in loading data into the RC Array. Since the context can be used selectively, and because the data bus limitations allow loading of only one column at a time, the same set of context words can be used repeatedly to load data into all the eight columns of the RC. This feature also allows irregular operations in the RC Array, for e.g. zigzag re-arrangement of array elements. 
Interconnection Network
The RC interconnection network is comprised of two hierarchical levels. Intra-quadrant (complete row/column) connectivity: The first layer of connectivity is within one quadrant (a quadrant is a 4 by 4 RC partition). In the current MorphoSys specification, the RC array has four quadrants. Within each quadrant, each cell can access the output of any other cell in its row and column, as shown in Figure 3 .
Inter-quadrant (express lane and nearby quadrant) connectivity: Between each pair of adjacent quadrant, the nearby quadrant connectivity exists in both vertical the horizontal direction. At the higher or global level, there are connections between adjacent quadrants. These buses also called express lanes, run across rows as well as columns. Figure 4 shows two express lanes going in each direction across a row. Therefore, any cell in any quadrant can access any RC output in the same row/column in the adjacent quadrant. The express lanes greatly enhance global connectivity. Even irregular communication patterns, that otherwise require extensive interconnections, can be handled quite efficiently. For example, an eight-point butterfly is accomplished in only three cycles. The programmability of the connection is realized via the MUXA and MUXB in each RC, which is controlled by the configuration context. With these 2 levels connectivity, MorphoSys provides flexible interconnection to exchange data each other.
Data bus and Context bus: A 128-bit data bus from Frame Buffer to RC array is linked to column elements of the array. It provides two eight bit operands to each of the eight column cells. It is possible to load two operand data (Port A and Port B) in an entire column in one cycle. Eight cycles are required to load the entire RC array. The outputs of RC elements of each column are written back to frame buffer through Port A data bus. In order to perform row/column context broadcasting, there are 8-word-width context buses in both vertical and horizontal direction.
TinyRISC and MorphoSys Decoder
TinyRISC [6] is a simplified 32-bit MIPS RISC processor, which has four pipeline stages: fetch, decoder, execute, and write back. Since in this TinyRISC, it doesn't have the separate memory access pipeline stage, the memory address comes only directly from the register file. TinyRISC have 16 user accessible data registers and register number 0 is tied to zero. It uses a subset of conventional MIPS instruction set as well as some dedicated instructions used to control the RC Array, Context memory, frame buffer and DMA controller, etc.
MorphoSys Decoder, which is located at the decode stage, is dedicated to decode the MorphoSys instructions. Basically, It will either activate the DMAC to begin to transfer data between frame buffer, context memory with main memory, or let RC Array work through broadcasting configuration context. It establishes the communication between the general RISC processor, DMAC, Frame buffer, context memory and SIMD reconfigurable computing Units. 
Frame Buffer, Context Memory and DMAC
The frame buffer is consisted of 2 sets. Each set has 2 banks. Each bank has the 64x8 bytes storage. Bank A will provide the operand A for the RC Array, while Bank B will provide the operand B for the RC Array. The key feature of the Frame buffer is that once the starting address is given, it will activate 2 rows and read out the consecutive 8 bytes in order to provide 8 operands for the 8 RC's in a certain column. Meanwhile, when one set is reading/writing data to/from RC, the other set can load/write data from/to main memory.
Context memory provides the SIMD-like instructions for 8x8 RC Array. All of the RCs in each column/row share the same context. Due to similarity of jobs each RC performs, we decide to centralize the context memory in each RC into column context and row context. They provide the context for column broadcasting and row broadcasting respectively. Obviously, the alternative solution is to make each RC have its context memory. So, each RC can perform different operation. But, it is the tradeoff between flexibility and chip size. Currently, we reserve 16 contexts for each column and row, since it will cover most of the contexts for MPEG2 application [7] mapping to M1 chip. Each context has 32 bits. The behavior and connectivity of RC is controlled by the context. Basically, the DMAC handles all of the data movements involving RC Array with outside memory. It provides 3 atomic operations: from memory to Frame buffer, from memory to context memory and from frame buffer to memory. In fact, it is another state machine to handle the communication protocol between main memory and in-chip memory.
Simulation and Programmability of M1
MorphoSim is the VHDL version simulator for the MorphoSys reconfigurable computing processor. Using this simulator, it becomes feasible to verify the mapping algorithm, and validate the physical design. We have developed a compiler based on the SUIF compiler [8] . So, we can program M1 chip either on the C level (with in-line code) or on the assembly language level. The following is one segment of C program example of Motion Estimation, which is compiled by the MorphoSys compiler, and generate the executable code for the M1 reconfigurable processor. In this mapping case, the RC Array can handle 3 blocks each time, generate the total sum of difference for each pixel, and send these 3 results back to the TinyRISC. TinyRISC will compare these 3 values with the previous minimum value, get the smallest one, then calculate the Motion Vector, finally, store it in the register file. This Motion Vector will be used again in the Motion compensation in the MPEG2 application [9] . The data storage in the Frame buffer is visualized in the Figure 6 . All the instruction with prefix TR_ will be executed in the RC Array. The rest of the instruction will be executed in the TinyRISC. Current version can't support automatic job partition between TinyRISC and RC Array. It should have the interference from users. But, this is an important sub-project of our current researches. ME() { int H, V, minvalue, MVX, MVY, d1, d2, d3, reg, c1,bankstep, base; # d1 get the data from Col#1; d2 get the data from Col#2; get the data from Col#2; # set the minvalue as the biggest postitive number; bankstep = 4; base = 0; reg = 0; minvalue = 0x7FFFFFFF; for (H=0; H<16; H++) { for ( V=0; V<16; V=V+3) { #####
The following instructions will be performed in RC Array # reg, set, all, base, ctx, Bank_B TR_dbcbc( reg, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0*bankstep); TR_dbcbc( reg, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1*bankstep);
. . . The following comparison is based on 8x8 current block moving around on a reference block (search area) with 8-pixel displacement. Currently, full search algorithm is employed in the MorphoSys Motion Estimation mapping [17] . It is compared with three ASIC architectures implemented in [10] , [11] , [12] . The ASIC architectures have same processing units with MorphoSys. The figure 7 shows that the MorphoSys is comparable to the cycles required by the ASIC designs. Pentium MMX takes almost 29000 cycles for the same task, which is almost thirty times more than MorphoSys.
Two Dimension DCT
The Figure 8 shows the mapping of 8x8 pixels block to 8x8 RC Array. We broadcast the Horizontal context and Vertical contexts to perform Vertical DCT and Horizontal DCT. MorphoSys requires 21 cycles to complete 2-D DCT (or IDCT) on 8x8 block of pixel data [17] . This is in contrast to 240 cycles required by Pentium MMX TM [13] . REMARC [14] takes 54 cycles to implement the IDCT, even though it uses 64 nano-processors. The relative performance figures for MorphoSys and other implementations are given in Figure 9 . 
ATR Application
Layout Realization of M1
We have finished the physical design cache and Register file in the TinyRISC, Frame buffer, individual RC using Magic. For the other pure logic circuits, we will use Synopsys to synthesize them, and use the AutoCells (from Mentor) to place standard cells and route. Since the rich connectivity and symmetrical property in 8x8 RC array, it is hard for commercial Router to handle the routing for 8x8 Array properly. Automatic router will completely destroy the regularity, and make the clock H tree unbalanced. Therefore, we developed L language script file to finish the regular routing, and build the balanced clock tree (Figure 11 ). Inside RC, we only use Metal 1 and Metal 2 for internal routing, and reserve the Metal 3 and Metal 4 for connectivity among RC. Mentor Graphics MicroPlan and MicroRoute will handle the final routing on the top level, as showed in the Figure 1 , including standard-cell blocks, such as DMAC, and custom design blocks, such as cache, RC Array. The final floor plan will be illustrated in the figure 12 . We use the delay information gotten from MicroPlan to do backannotation and use Lsim to do post-layout simulation. In this paper, We have depicted the architecture and functionality of each main component of the MorphoSys and evaluated the performance of applications, such as Motion Estimation, DCT, ATR. Meanwhile, we have presented the simulation environment --Morphosim and MorphoSys compiler, and will finally realize it in physical layout. We present a feasible way to integrate general-purpose microprocessor with an Array of reconfigurable cells. We can freely increase the size of the reconfigurable array based on the availability of the die area of the chip and performance requirement. MorphoSys is designed to be an independent system. But for M1, it has to rely on a host to communication with other peripheral devices. In current prototype, we download image data, executable code, context data through standard PCI bus, and upload the processed image data back to host to visualize it. The PCB design for M1 test chip is under development. Meanwhile, we will continue to enhance the current compiler to support the automatic job partition between TinyRISC and 8x8 RC Array.
Conclusions and future work
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